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	Signal coding and signal processing are complex and critical elements of communications systems in broadcasting, satellite, and magnetic recording fields among others. Because both signal coding and processing are often found within a single electronic system (especially large communications systems), this book uniquely combines an introduction to both of these areas and provides an uncluttered theoretical treatment of optical coding and processing algorithms, together with design information for practical systems. The author examines Pulse Code Modulation fundamentals, surveys modern data compression techniques, introduces block and convolutional error control codes, and discusses modern transmission coding techniques. Complete with problems and solutions, and containing over 230 diagrams, this textbook will be invaluable to third- and fourth-year undergraduates in electronic, electrical, or communication engineering. It will also act as a useful reference for anyone working in this technologically important field.
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Gene Engineering in Endocrinology (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2000

	During the past five to ten years, a variety of tools has been developed in the disciplines of both gene engineering, and molecular and structural biology. Some of these advances have permitted scientists not only to identify and characterize genes, but also to target these genes by disruption, thus eliminating their function in living...
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Tribal Politics in the Borderland of Egypt and Libya (Palgrave Series in African Borderlands Studies)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book explores the tribal politics of the Awlad ‘Ali Bedouin in the borderland of Egypt and Libya. These tribal politics are part of heterarchy in which sovereignty is shared between tribes, states and other groups and, within this dynamic setting, the local politicians of the Awlad ‘Ali are essential producers of order beyond...
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Essentials of Autopsy Practice: Current Methods and Modern TrendsSpringer, 2010

	Since this third volume of Essentials has been compiled the arena of autopsy practice

	is undoubtedly changing. For the first time pathologists are beginning to opt

	out of autopsy training which will reduce the number of practitioners and result in

	centralisation of autopsy services. With the increase of knowledge, availability and...
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Game Interface DesignCourse Technology PTR, 2004
The interface is the heart and soul of a video game: it is the integral piece that allows a player to interact with the game. In order to create a great interface, you must carefully plan every detail. "Game Interface Design" helps you outline each step and define the goals for your interface. It covers the interface from the first image...
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Neuro-linguistic Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Learn how to apply NLP to fine-tune life skills, build rapport, enhance communication, and become more persuasive


	One of the most exciting psychological techniques in use today, neuro-linguistic programming helps you model yourself on those-or, more accurately, the thought processes of those-who are stellar in their fields....
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Organizational Behavior: Securing Competitive AdvantageRoutledge, 2009
In today’s business environment, competition arises when other organizations seek to do what your company does, only better. Advantage is gained when you can do something your competitors find difficult to duplicate. Competitive advantage is further secured when competitors cannot duplicate your company’s special ability at all.
...
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